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2 Barnes and de Blok
NGC 3109 is a well-studied galaxy at a distance of
(1:2 0:1)Mpc (Capaccioli et al. 1992; Lee 1993), which
places it in the outskirts of the Local Group of galaxies
(van den Berg 1994). The radial velocity of the galaxy is
404kms
 1
(Jobin & Carignan 1990). NGC 3109 has been
variously classied as Irr (Sandage 1961; van den Berg
1994), Sm (Sandage & Tammann 1987) and SB(s)m (de
Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). In this paper, we consider
NGC 3109 to be a LSB, Magellanic, late-type galaxy seen





Jobin & Carignan 1990).
NGC 3109 appears to be dark-matter dominated, hav-
ing a dark-to-luminous mass ratio of 5{10 (Jobin & Carig-
nan 1990). Stars in the disk of NGC 3109 have ages as
young as 10
7
yr, and a halo of Population II stars with
ages exceeding 10
10
yr has been observed (Minniti et al.
1999). This is consistent with models of LSB galaxies
which exhibit star formation rates that are on average low
but erratic (e.g. Gerritsen & de Blok 1999). Since these
galaxies evolve slowly, the surrounds of NGC 3109 may
be relatively rich in agglomerations of Hi whose densities
have not reached those required for star formation, and
which have not yet settled into the disk of the galaxy.
Already, one possible companion to NGC 3109 is known:
the Antlia dwarf galaxy (hereafter, Antlia), at a distance
of (1:3 0:1)Mpc from the Milky Way (Sarajedini et al.
1997; Aparicio et al. 1997). Like NGC 3109, Antlia con-
tains stellar populations of all ages (Sarajedini et al. 1997),
with most recent star formation taking place slowly in the
central regions (Aparicio et al. 1997). In this respect, it
is typical of the dwarf spheroidals in the Local Group
(e.g. Tucana, Carina). The radial velocity of Antlia is
361kms
 1
(Fouque et al. 1990). Aparicio et al. (1997)
calculate the physical separation of NGC 3109 and Antlia
to be between 29kpc and 180 kpc, with a maximum sepa-
ration of 37 kpc for the pair to be gravitationally bound.
3. observations
We have acquired a deep Hi image of a eld 120kpc
square centered on NGC 3109 and including Antlia. Our
observations utilise the new 21 cm Multibeam system at
the prime focus of the Parkes 64m radiotelescope.
1
With
narrowband lters installed, the instantaneous observing
bandwidth is 8MHz, which is correlated into 2048 channels
for two products XX and YY. We centered the observing
band at 1418.4MHz, corresponding to a radial velocity of
424kms
 1
, with channels extending 844 kms
 1
either side
in increments of 0.83kms
 1
.





were made separately in the Declination
and Right Ascension directions, across a square eld of
side length 5:67
Æ
. Adjacent scans were separated by a
maximum of 4
0
, so that each beam of the Multibeam sys-
tem sampled the Hi sky at better than the Nyquist rate
of the beam. A total of 208 scans were made, compris-
ing  200000 single-polarisation spectra. The individual
spectra, recorded every 5 s, were bandpass-corrected, cal-
ibrated and imaged using the software developed for the
Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS, Barnes et al. 2001),
with the HIPASS parameters slightly modied to accom-
modate the shorter scan length of this survey. The -





spectrally, had an RMS noise level of 34mJy.







4.1. The Hi Content of NGC 3109
The spectrum of Hi emission integrated spatially over
NGC 3109 is shown in Figure 1. The overall prole shape
is markedly asymmetric, having a surplus of ux in the
lower velocity component of the disk. This property of
NGC 3109 has already been noted by Huchtmeier et al.
(1980), and will be discussed below. The line centre is
located at (403:0 0:2)kms
 1
, being the coincident mid-
point of the 20% and 50% peak ux points on the edges of
the prole. This is in excellent agreement with all previ-
ously published values, e.g. (404 2) kms
 1
measured by
Jobin & Carignan (1990) and (403 2) kms
 1
measured
by Huchtmeier (1973). The ux-weighted mean velocity
is (399:5 0:5)kms
 1
, and the peak ux is detected at
362 kms
 1
. The peak projected rotation velocity of the
galaxy is (72:4 0:5)kms
 1
.
The integrated Hi ux of NGC 3109, measured by
the traditional zeroth-order moment of the spectrum,






; the uncertainty in this value is dom-
inated by the uncertainty in the image beam (see Barnes
et al. 2001). This value compares well to 1150Jy kms
 1
measured from standard HIPASS data, and is also re-
covered when the narrowband spectral data is re-imaged
in the traditional way (i.e. with a Gaussian smoothing
kernel and using the mean estimator instead of the me-
dian). Compared to the spectrum published by Jobin
& Carignan (1990), from which an integrated Hi ux
of (650 130) Jy kms
 1
is measured, we detect substan-
tially more ux in NGC 3109 at all velocities. This is
expected, since Jobin & Carignan (1990) used the Very
Large Array (VLA) in a conguration blind to emis-
sion on scales much greater than  20
0
on the sky. Of
the many single dish studies made of NGC 3109, the
ux measured here is consistent only with the value
(1280 150) Jy kms
 1
, measured by Epstein (1964) with
the Harvard 60-ft antenna, whose beam is suÆciently large
to \see" all of NGC 3109. Other single dish measure-
ments, viz. 530Jy kms
 1
(Whiteoak & Gardner 1977),
1390Jy kms
 1
(Dean & Davies 1975), 1460Jy kms
 1
(Huchtmeier 1973) and 1660Jy kms
 1
(Huchtmeier et al.
1980), were made using larger telescopes, and we suggest
that these measurements have been compromised by large
scale insensitivity.





, not corrected for Hi line opacity. This is lower
than most previously determined values for the following
reasons: there has been a general trend towards lower dis-
tance estimates to NGC 3109 in the more recent literature;
the majority of previous Hi ux measurements seem too
high as described above; no correction of Hi optical depth
has been made in this work. The synthesis Hi mass of
Jobin & Carignan (1990), corrected for the recent (lower)
1
The Parkes radiotelescope is part of the Australia Telescope which is funded by the Commonwealth of Australia for operation as a National
Facility managed by CSIRO.
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Thus the Hi mass not detected by the VLA observations





In Figure 2, integrated Hi column density and ux-
weighted velocity maps of NGC 3109 are given. A warp
in the column density and velocity eld is evident in the
south west of the galaxy. Inspection of individual channel
maps demonstrates that this component is the source of
the asymmetry in the (single dish) integrated Hi prole
of the galaxy, and that it contains a substantial fraction
of the neutral gas not seen by the VLA, in the form of
a smooth, extended component near velocity 360kms
 1
.
We note that this reservoir of gas lies in that part of veloc-
ity space which coincides with the radial velocity of Antlia.
This will be discussed further below.
4.2. Background galaxies
The eld imaged by our observations measures 120kpc
square at a distance of 1:2Mpc. As expected, the Antlia
dwarf galaxy was detected, and its Hi parameters are pre-
sented below. Besides NGC 3109 and Antlia, eight pre-
viously catalogued galaxies were detected in the eld, at





Data pertaining to these galaxies | including the Hi prop-
erties measured in this survey | are given in Table 1. Two
of the galaxies | NGC 3113 and ESO 499- G037 | have
previously been identied as members of the galaxy group
LGG 189 (Garcia 1993). The radial velocities of LGG 189
and of the remaining Hi galaxies in the eld range places
them at least  12 h
 1
75
Mpc behind NGC 3109 and Antlia,
allowing us to conclude that it is highly unlikely that they
have exerted any inuence on the formation or evolution
of NGC 3109.
4.3. The Hi Content of the Antlia Dwarf Galaxy
The Hi emission spectrum extracted at the position





, is shown in Figure 3. The galaxy is easily de-
tected, and is well distinguished from NGC 3109 emission.
The spectrum is that of a single peak prole with a max-
imum ux of 100mJy at 360kms
 1
. The peak ux mea-
sured here is consistent with the previously determined up-
per limits of 150mJy (Gallagher et al. 1995) and 122mJy
(Fouque et al. 1990). The line centre is measured to be
(362:0 2:0)kms
 1
, this being the mean of the midpoints
of the 20% and 50% peak ux points on the edges of the
prole, in exact agreement with the detection by Fouque
et al. (1990), and coinciding with the ux-weighted mean
velocity. The velocity width is (30 2) kms
 1
. We note
that the detection by Fouque et al. (1990) is almost cer-
tainly real, contrary to the suggestion of Blitz & Robishaw
(2000) that it is an instrumental artifact.
Summing the ux in the Hi prole of Antlia yields a to-
tal ux of (1:7 0:1) Jy kms
 1
. Under the usual assump-
tions, and adopting a distance of (1:3 0:1)Mpc to Antlia,





is considerably lower than that of Whiting et al. (1997),
who used the data of Fouque et al. (1990) to determine






and lies within the range of Hi contents detected in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies by Blitz & Robishaw (2000). Mo-
ment analysis applied to the Hi spectrum of Antlia yields
a line-of-sight RMS velocity of 6:4 0:7kms
 1
. Follow-





is calculated for Antlia.
5. discussion
5.1. Sensitivity
For a point source at the distance of NGC 3109, the





where V is the velocity width of the
galaxy expressed in kms
 1
. We have neglected the im-
provement in detectability as source width increases, and
so the Antlia dwarf galaxy, which extends over more than
30 channels, actually lies slightly below this limit. For
a smooth distribution of Hi lling the beam, the mini-







channel). Such a gas cloud
would have a neutral gas mass similar to that calculated
for the point source case.
5.2. Dwarf galaxy populations
In the cube of space centred on NGC 3109, with side-
length 120kpc, we have detected only one dwarf galaxy
{ Antlia. No other isolated reservoirs of neutral gas were
found, and so at this point little can be deduced about the
dark matter content of NGC 3109 and its surrounds. To
escape detection, a gas cloud in the vicinity of NGC 3109
could be:
1. spatially extended but have a neutral gas column





2. smaller in spatial extent than  4 kpc and less





3. unresolved from NGC 3109.
Objects in the rst category are exceedingly diÆcult to de-
tect without committing substantial telescope time, and
even then will likely be invisible in Hi emission given





(Corbelli & Salpeter 1993). Nevertheless,
such objects must surely exist as a component of the Ly
alpha absorber population.
Dwarf galaxies bound to NGC 3109 will primarily fall
into the second and third categories. Further Hi imaging
at higher spatial resolution can be used to search for gas
clouds unresolved from NGC 3109 (category three), but
the Parkes 21 cm Multibeam remains the best instrument
for nding the low Hi mass objects of category two.
Our ndings are consistent with other recent searches
for extremely low Hi mass objects. For example, the
Arecibo Hi strip survey of Zwaan & Briggs (2000) yielded
an Hi mass function predicting a number density of
 2 Mpc
 3







. This gives a detection probability of
 0:5 per cent for a single object in this mass range in the






We have corrected their result for our adopted distance to Antlia.
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5.3. NGC 3109 and Antlia
The warp of the gas disk of NGC 3109 detected here
is also suggested in the data of Jobin & Carignan (1990).
Their Figure 4 shows a narrow plume of low column den-
sity gas extending  5kpc southwest from the disk. Our
observations suggest that the gas plume is sitting on top
of a more massive but smooth distribution of Hi which is
invisible to the synthesis observations. Jobin & Carignan
(1990) note that the Hi plume, together with the slight
southwest displacement of the optical isophotes, is sugges-
tive of a past interaction with another system, yet are un-
able to suggest a suitable nearby system. Since the plume
(or warp) lies at exactly the radial velocity of Antlia, we
speculate that Antlia is this very companion, and that
some mild interaction has occurred between NGC 3109
and Antlia in the distant past.
For a current separation of  50 kpc, and a dieren-
tial velocity of  50kms
 1
, an interaction may have taken
place  1Gyr ago. The encounter would need to have been
prolonged enough to draw out a substantial mass of neutral




) but mild so as not to cause massive
star formation { the plume is presently undetected opti-
cally. Recent n-body simulations of the Milky Way and
Magellanic Clouds (e.g. Yoshizawa 1998) have shown that
such encounters can occur. Further N-body simuiations
of the NGC 3109 and Antlia system are needed to assess
whether this proposed past encounter is feasible.
We are grateful to the sta of the Parkes observatory
{ in particular John Reynolds and Mal Smith { for their
expert assistance during the observations. We are also
grateful for the continuing support of the livedata soft-
ware by Mark Calabretta and Lister Staveley-Smith of the
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Fig. 1.| The integrated Hi prole of NGC 3109, smoothed with a Hanning lter of width three channels. The 50% and 20% peak ux
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Fig. 2.| IntegratedHi column density map (left) and velocity eld (right) of NGC 3109 and the Antlia dwarf galaxy. The column density




. The velocity contours increase by 10kms
 1
eastward,
and the bold contour lies at 360kms
 1
. The approximate observing beam size is given at the lower right of each map.
Hi in NGC 3109 and Antlia 7
Fig. 3.| An Hi spectrum taken at the position of the Antlia dwarf galaxy, integrated over an area 20
0
square, and smoothed with a Hanning
lter three channels wide. The baseline was removed with a seventh order t to the channels exterior to the region marked by the dashed
lines. The 50% and 20% peak ux points are marked as for Figure 1, as is the peak ux itself at 360kms
 1
.
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Table 1
Hi detections in the NGC 3109 field.




























































Note. | For N3109 and Antlia, Hi masses have been determined using distances as cited in Section 2; for all other galaxies mass
calculations Hubble distances have been used with H
0
= 75 km s
 1
Mpc
 1
.
